Diagonal Alignment (or Triangles)
You can develop an eye for balanced compositions, and one of
the best photography tips for creating visual harmony is to use
diagonal balance in your photos. This also helps lead you into
using the Rule of Thirds!
If you have two or three main subjects in your scene, try
positioning them in diagonal alignment or move to a shooting
angle that creates diagonal alignment.
This is an easy way to create a more balanced composition,
especially when photographing or videoing village displays. And it
encourages the viewer’s gaze to flow through the scene, similar
to Leading Lines.
Photographers say that triangles and diagonals add “dynamic
tension” to a photo. What do they mean by dynamic tension?
Look at it this way, horizontal lines and vertical lines suggest
stability. If you see a person standing on a level horizontal
surface, he will appear to be pretty stable unless he’s stumbling
out of a pub at 2 a.m. However, put this man on a sloping surface
and he’ll seem less stable. This creates a certain level of tension
visually. We are not so used to diagonals in our every day life.
They subconsciously suggest instability. By incorporating triangles
and diagonals into our photos we can help create this sense of
“dynamic tension.” We the photographer are “starting the story”
of a vignette with dynamic tension.
Incorporating triangles into a scene is a particularly good
effective way of introducing dynamic tension. Triangles can be
actual triangle-shaped objects or implied triangles.

With certain kinds of photography, you can control subject
placement. With still life like a village display, you can move your
subjects. Take a few moments to position the main elements in a
diagonal composition.

In other situations, you won’t have any control over the position
of your subjects. For example, in landscape photography the
objects are usually static and too big to move. In environments
like this, you’ll need to move yourself around the scene. Find a
perspective where the main subjects appear in diagonal
alignment.
The picture below is a shot taken from a Medium Angle. It can be
used to introduce the viewer to a Low Angle shot and draw us
into the vignette.

The picture below is the Department 56 “doppelganger” of our
house – Sutton Brownstones.

Here are a couple shots of St. Andrews’ Swilcan Burn bridge.

Villages that have been “citified” are easy places to find Diagonals
and Triangles. If, like many villagers, you believe that each
building should be placed at a different angle, then finding
viewing lines will become more difficult.
That’s okay; you’ll just have to use other composition
fundamentals! I have some more coming in future columns.
Meanwhile, just wear out the Rule of Thirds.

But wait! How about using the railroad tracks as a Diagonal in the
picture above to draw your viewer toward a new story or
vignette?

In my next column on The Village Collector, we’ll cover some
more fundamentals of photo and video composition. I’ll try to do
better next time.
Questions, comments and/or suggestions are always welcome. I’ll
do my best! You can contact me at: jpetersgolfpro@gmail.com,
419 Washington Avenue, Newport, KY 41071.

